
Historical Tour cum Heritage Walk to Mulbeakh Chamba/Statue and Urgain Rgzong Monastery Fokar 

Kargil Captivates Participants 

 

Kargil, 26/09/2023 - The History Department of Government Degree College Kargil, in collaboration with 

the Unnat Bharat Abhiyan (UBA) unit of Government Degree College Kargil, successfully organized a 

captivating historical tour and heritage walk to the enchanting Mulbeakh Chamba/Statue and the 

ancient Urgain Rgzong Monastery Fokar Kargil. The event, held on 26/09/2023, provided an incredible 

opportunity for students to explore the rich heritage and natural beauty of the region. 

 

The journey commenced with an enthusiastic group of students and faculty members embarking on a 

memorable adventure. Participants were greeted with awe-inspiring landscapes and pristine heights as 

they made their way from Serzing to the Rgzong Monastery caves. The breathtaking scenery served as a 

constant reminder of the region's untouched beauty and historical significance. 

 

One of the highlights of the tour was the visit to the Mulbeakh Chamba/Statue, a testament to the 

region's historical and cultural legacy. The students were immersed in the intricate details and symbolism 

of this ancient artifact, gaining a deeper appreciation for the history of Kargil. 

 

The tour reached its pinnacle with a visit to the Urgent Rgzong Monastery Fokar Kargil. Nestled amidst 

the rugged terrain, this monastery holds centuries of spiritual heritage. Students had the privilege of 

exploring its sacred halls and gaining insight into the traditional Buddhist way of life. The monastery's 

serene ambiance left a lasting impression on all who visited. 

 

As participants walked from Serzing to the Rgzong Monastery caves, they were introduced to the rich 

diversity of local herbs and plants. This unique experience allowed them to connect with the natural 

world and gain a deeper understanding of the region's flora and fauna. 

 

Mr. Gulzar Hussain Head of the History Department, expressed his satisfaction with the event, stating, 

"Our aim was to provide students with a holistic understanding of Kargil's history and heritage. We 

believe that experiences like these not only enrich their knowledge but also instill a sense of pride in 

their cultural roots." 

 

The collaboration between the History Department and the UBA unit of Government Degree College 

Kargil was instrumental in making this event a resounding success. It reflects the commitment of both 

organizations to promote cultural awareness and heritage preservation in the region. 

 



This historical tour cum heritage walk to Mulbeakh Chamba/Statue and Urgent Rgzong Monastery Fokar 

Kargil was a testament to the power of experiential learning. Participants left with a deeper connection 

to their history and a newfound appreciation for the natural beauty of Kargil. It is events like these that 

continue to inspire and educate the next generation of scholars and history enthusiasts 


